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For Immediate Release

Terramac® Plans for its Largest Crawler Carrier Display at CONEXPO 2020
Elburn, IL, USA – Terramac, a leading manufacturer of innovative rubber track crawler carriers, is
preparing for an exciting display at CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2020, held March 10-14 at the Las Vegas
Convention Center. Terramac will exhibit an array of crawler carrier models and feature its advanced
technologies at booth F1732.
“Our exhibit at CONEXPO 2020 will be our largest display of crawler carriers to-date,” says Jesse
Whittaker, Director of Business Development at Terramac. “We’re excited to unveil a brand-new model,
as well as demonstrate our units’ unique customization capabilities and rubber track technology. We
look forward to a successful show with a great turn out and the opportunity to connect with Terramac
dealers and customers.”
Terramac will debut its latest crawler carrier at CONEXPO. This new unit is an excellent solution
for jobs located in tight spaces, and it will be on display alongside the RT6, RT9, RT14 and RT14R.
Terramac’s versatile crawler carriers provide operators with maximum efficiency and easy maintenance
in a variety of applications from pipeline or utility to aggregates and general construction.
The Terramac RT6, RT9, and RT14 straight frame units can be equipped with various specialized
attachments. Designed to provide an unprecedented degree of customization, these carriers feature an
exclusive bolt on/off system that enables an array of specialized support equipment to be mounted,
such as: concrete mixers, cranes, fifth wheels, vacuum excavators, and hydroseeding units.
Built with a rugged upper frame that rotates a full 360-degrees, the Terramac RT14R is capable
of hauling and dumping material at any position, even while driving. This unique rotational functionality

allows materials to be offloaded faster than standard straight frame carriers, while also minimizing
environmental damage and land restoration costs.
In addition, Terramac will highlight its units’ innovative rubber track technology and low ground
pressure, which enable crews to easily maneuver through adverse ground conditions and climb faster on
steep and hilly terrain. The advanced safety and efficiency features of Terramac crawler carriers will also
be showcased.
The Terramac exhibit at CONEXPO 2020 is located in the Festival Lot, booth F1732. Product
experts will be readily available to assist attendees, conduct product walk-arounds, and answer
questions.
Terramac® LLC, based in Elburn, IL, was established to produce the world’s leading crawler
carriers. Units are distributed through a full dealer network that offers customers easy-to-locate parts
and service throughout the world. The units can be customized with support equipment to serve many
industries such as pipeline, utility, mining, environmental, general construction and more. To learn
more, please visit Terramac.com or call 630-365-4800.
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Photo Caption 1: Terramac will display four existing crawler carrier models and debut a new model at
CONEXPO 2020.

Photo Caption 2: The Terramac RT9 conquers challenging ground conditions with ease.

Photo Caption 3: Unloading materials at any angle or on the go with Terramac’s 360-degree rotating
RT14R helps reduce cycle times and improve efficiencies.

